CAREER DESGIN
PRINCIPLES
Everyone should have the right to design a career that has purpose
and meaning for them. In this day and age, we have so much
opportunity and flexibility that it is allowing us to choose more
career paths than ever before, which is excellent!
But it can also be overwhelming and sometimes confusing to choose
a particular area of focus.
This is where the Career Design Principles come in, to match a
career to your personality, values, preferences, strengths and
interests.

THE PRINCIPLES
The principles have been developed by professions at
Stanford University to support graduates in the process of
transition from college to the workforce. However, we
believe the principles can be applied to both students and
professionals in any country and any profession.
With any principles or framework, it comes down to how you
use them to your situation. Each individual will see the
opportunity or will see a challenge.
Once you have learned the principles, the best part is that
you now have them for life and can use them throughout your
career.
As the workforce changes and evolves you can align them to
find meaningful work throughout your life.

THE 5 CAREER
DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
1.
Be Curious
2.
Try Stuff
3. Know it's a Process
4. Reframe Problems
5.
Ask for Help

BE CURIOUS
Explore what is out there! You don't know what
careers and opportunties are out there unless
you explore. Traditional careers will always play
a role in a society like nursing, teaching and
emergency services. However, we live in a time
where you can create an online business or
community dedicated to anything and have the
potential to thrive.

TRY STUFF
We are creatures of habit who often fall into a
routine of repetition. Including eating the same
things for breakfast, taking the same way to
school or work, and this becomes comfortable.
Trying Stuff is all about stretching your comfort
zone and understanding what you like and don't
like.

KNOW IT A
PROCESS
It takes time to understand what you enjoy for work. Be patient!
For some, it will happen very quickly, and for others, it will
happen slowly. We are all individuals, and we work at a different
pace. Take time to reflect and understand what you enjoyed,
what you didn't enjoy while taking time to research the many
opportunties that exist.

REFRAME
PROBLEMS
This is probably the most important factor in Career Design. Time
and time again, we get caught on a problem or challenge and can't
seem to move forward quickly. Reframing is a real skill and needs to
be practised. We encourage everyone to try the Reframe Challenge
of finding five positives in a challenge that they are currently facing,
or they feel it may arise. For Example, You miss out on a job
opportunity.
1. You gain feedback form the interview on what to improve
2. You find further jobs that are a better fit
3. You have more time to spend with your friends and family
4. You gain experience from the application process to make your
next application ever better
5. You build confidence in your professional communication from
the interview process and have gained some professional
contacts.

ASK FOR HELP
This is perhaps the principle that everyone has difficulty with and is
probably one of the most important. You need to be able to ask for
help and assistance in your life and career and learn from the people
who have walked the path before you. Take the time to map your
network and community connections. This means you family,
friends, classmates and colleagues. Look at the people you are
connected with and who may be able to introduce you to someone
that can provide valuable insight. This may be a friend of your
parents or your friend, who is in a job that you think is amazing.
Take them out for coffee or phone them up and look to connect.
Learn from them, understand their role and career. Asking for help
can also mean in other areas other than work. For example, you may
want to travel to a country that one of your friends has travelled to.
Speak to them; understand what to see and where to stay? The
same principles apply and can be used in every angle of your life.
Get Connecting!

Check out our Informational Interview questions
to get you started!

